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Igor Stravinsky’s ballet The Rite of
Spring created a near-riot when it
premiered in Paris in 1913. Neither the
music nor the dancing was like
anything that audiences had seen
before. Fistfights broke out among the
spectators and their noise level was
close to a modern rock concert.

Three years earlier, Stravinsky was virtually
unknown. He had had to overcome serious
parental objections to even begin composing.
Yet by the time that The Rite of Spring
premiered, he was already famous for
composing The Firebird and Petrushka. These
three works—among his very earliest—remain
his most popular.

Stravinsky was a prolific composer for well over
half a century, achieving success in a variety of
musical styles. An exile from his native Russia
for 48 years, he finally returned in 1962 to a
great deal of acclaim. Many people consider him
to be one of the greatest composers of the 20th
century.
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Masters of

Music

A Night to Remember

The trouble started two weeks before opening night.

When the orchestra members opened the printed copies of
the music they would be performing for the premiere of a ballet
entitled The Rite of Spring, they were stunned. None of them had
ever seen music like this. As soon as they began trying to play it,
things got worse. The music sounded weird. It was filled with
strange rhythms and harsh drumming patterns.

The conductor, Pierre Monteux, had known that the music
would be difficult for his orchestra to learn. That was why he
crammed seventeen rehearsals into those fourteen days. He tried to
be patient, even though he was under a lot of pressure. Each day
brought the opening closer. The orchestra had to be ready to play.
It didn’t help that the composer was by his side during many of the
rehearsals, pointing out little things that he wanted to emphasize.

 The musicians kept stopping the rehearsals, asking the
conductor if there was some mistake. Had their parts been printed
correctly? They had a point. Musicians sitting next to each other
were often being directed to play different notes. As they
continued to badger Monteux, he finally lost his temper.
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“Do not stop me asking if you have
a mistake,” he thundered. “If you have
one, I will let you know.”1

The orchestra members weren’t
the only ones who were confused. The
strange rhythms also made it hard for
the dancers to match their movements
to the music. In addition, the choreog-
rapher, the man responsible for telling
the dancers what steps to take and
when to take them, had chosen to add
extra details. That slowed down the
tempo and made things even more
complicated. Fortunately, the dancers
were able to start their preparations
long before the orchestra. It still
required well over a hundred rehears-
als for them to feel comfortable.

With so many people involved in the production—in addition
to the dozens of dancers and musicians, there were the stagehands
and other technical people—word of the difficulties was bound to
leak out. With all this advance gossip, many members of the
elegant audience may have arrived at the Théâtre des Champs-
Élysées in Paris with their minds already made up. They would love
it or they would hate it. And they wouldn’t be shy about making
their feelings known.

The result was that the premiere of The Rite of Spring on May 29,
1913, became one of the most notorious events in musical history.

The composer himself wrote, “As for the actual performance,
I am not in a position to judge, as I left the auditorium at the first
bars of the prelude, which had at once evoked derisive laughter.

Pierre Monteux was born in
1875. He became a conductor
at the age of 36, and spent the
rest of his life leading several
of the world’s most prestigious
orchestras. He died in 1964.
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I was disgusted. These demonstrations, at first isolated, soon
became general, provoking counter-demonstrations and very
quickly developed into a terrific uproar.”2

If anything, he was understating what happened. “The opening
night of The Rite of Spring was one of the most riotous in modern
musical history, a rock concert gone wild, with people hooting,
screaming, hissing, and slapping one another,” says author
Phil G. Goulding. “Saint-Saëns [a famous composer] rose from his
seat early in the performance, made a sarcastic remark, and left the
theater in anger. One critic yelled out that the music was fraud.
The Austrian ambassador laughed aloud. One man, hissing, was
slapped in the face by an irate female neighbor. A society woman
spat in the face of one of the demonstrators.”3

One man became so caught up in the frenzied rhythms that
he began beating time on the head of the man sitting in front of
him. Another man tied a white handkerchief to his cane and raised
it in surrender. An elderly noblewoman stood up in her private
box, waved her fan frantically, and shouted, “This is the first time
in sixty years that anybody has dared make fun of me.”4 Some
members of the audience began to fistfight. Others threw their
programs into the orchestra pit.

The turmoil was especially hard on the dancers. “By the time
the curtain went up we were pretty scared,” said one of them. “The
uproar in the audience made it hard to hear even this music.”5

With waves of noise from the audience crashing down on him,
Monteux urged his orchestra to play even louder. The choreogra-
pher grabbed a chair and stood on it in the wings, screaming out
the time beats to the dancers. Stravinsky stood next to him,
furious. “I have never again been that angry,” he wrote. “The music
was so familiar to me; I loved it, and I could not understand why
people who had not yet heard it wanted to protest in advance.”6
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The stage manager began turning the house lights on and off. It
may have helped a little. Some of the people who were screaming
nasty things when they were concealed by darkness suddenly
quieted down when the lights came on and other people could see
who they were.

The ballet was in two scenes. There was a brief pause at the end
of the first scene while the scenery was being rearranged. The stage
manager came out and pleaded with the audience to calm down. He
kept the house lights on during the introduction to the second
scene. Paris police officers escorted a few people from the theater
and placed them under arrest. That made no difference in the
overall problem. As soon as the house lights were dimmed, the
yelling and the fighting continued. Somehow the musicians and the
dancers finally made it to the end. The program had lasted just over
half an hour.

As was customary, the composer, the choreographer, and the
dancers all made curtain calls. The noise level increased, with
supporters applauding furiously and detractors screaming even
louder.

The following day, the battle continued as music critics printed
their opinions in newspapers. Under the circumstances, it is a little
surprising that they had been able to hear enough to even have
formed an opinion.

“It was only by straining our ears amid an indescribable racket
that we could, painfully, get some rough idea of the new work,
prevented from hearing it as much by its defenders as by its
attackers,” wrote one of the critics.7

Some of the complaints were mild. They called it a lack of
judgment on the part of an otherwise excellent composer. Others
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were harsher. Some called the music barbaric. Others dismissed it
as mere noise.

The new ballet also had many supporters in the newspapers.
One went so far as to call the composer “the Messiah we’ve
been waiting for.”8 Another mentioned the “hard brilliance, the
enormous power”9 of the music. Still others ripped into the
audience itself. “Those so-called ‘society’ people, unable to see,
hear and feel for themselves, these grown-up children . . . could
only respond to these splendors, so immeasurably remote from
their feeble understanding, with the stupid hilarity of infants,”10

said one. According to another, those in attendance “summed up all
the astonishment one must feel in noting the stupid, reasoned
malice of what is conventionally known as the Parisian elite in the
presence of any enterprise that is genuinely new and daring.”11

A scene from Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring being performed at the Royal Opera
House in Covent Garden in London. Compare the differences in choreography
and costuming with the same scene on the following page.
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Chapter 1 - A Night to Remember

Certainly everyone could agree with the last four words. There
was no doubt that this music was unlike anything that had been
heard before.

It was composed by a 30-year-old Russian named Igor
Stravinsky. Despite the rocky reception that The Rite of Spring
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